THE CLASSICS RENEWED: The Latin Poetry of Late Antiquity

A bi-coastal conference to be held at
Rice University and at Brown University
http://www.brown.edu/academics/classics/late-latin-poetry-conf

Panel One: Poetics
Marc Mastrangelo (Dickinson), Marco Formisano (Humboldt-Universität, Berlin), Jen Ebbeler (Texas, Austin), Gavin Kelly (Edinburgh)

Panel Two: Prudentius
Martha Malamud (Buffalo), Hildegund Müller (Notre Dame), Aaron Pelttari (Cornell)

Panel Three: Late Latin Poetry & Its Audiences
Dennis Trout (Missouri), Sigrid Schottenius (Gothenburg), Ian Fielding (Warwick), Nils Rücker (Bamberg)

Panel Four: Biblical Epic
Carl Springer (Southern Illinois), Eric Hutchinson (Hillsdale College)

Panel Five: Remembering Rice
Catherine Conybeare (Bryn Mawr), Gerard O’Daly (University College London), Karla Pollmann (St. Andrews), Petra Schierl (Basel), Mark Vessey (British Columbia)

Panel Six: Claudian
Bret Mulligan (Haverford), Catherine Ware (Maynooth) Stephen Wheeler (Penn State), Jacqueline Long (Loyola, Chicago)

Panel Seven: Poets of Gaul, Africa, & Spain
Suzanne Abrams-Rebillard (Cornell), Roger Green (Glasgow), Michael Herren (York), Scott McGill (Rice), Robin McGill (Brown)

Panel Eight: Ends & Beginnings
David Bright (Emory), Joseph Pucci (Brown), Joel Relihan (Wheaton), Michael Roberts (Wesleyan), James Uden (Columbia)

At Rice, the conference is supported by subventions from the Department of Classical Studies, the Department of History, the Department of Religious Studies, the Dean’s Office, and the Humanities Research Center.

At Brown, the conference is supported by subventions from the Department of Classics, the Program in Medieval Studies, the Cogut Center for the Humanities, and the Woods Lectureship Fund.